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ABSTRACT

In order to explore the pathophysiological basis of a new rehabilitation therapy in writer’s cramp (WC), healthy controls, untreated WC and WC who recovered a legible handwriting after rehabilitation were explored using magnetoencephalography and the somatosensory evoked fields of fingers I, II, III and V in the sensory cortex were studied. In the cortex controlling the dystonic limb, the size of the hand representation in the trained patients was similar to that of healthy controls, and significantly different from that of untrained patients. Trained patients exhibited “super-normal” reorganization of the finger maps. In the cortex controlling the non-dystonic limb, there was little difference between trained and untrained patients and the hand representation was enlarged and disorganized. We hypothesize that prolonged tailored rehabilitation in WC may induce long term plasticity phenomena, lateralized to the cortex controlling the dystonic hand.
Writer’s cramp (WC) is a task-specific disorder associated with abnormal postures of the upper limb during writing. Injections of botulinum toxin can be partially effective in a sub-group of patients but may be disappointing on the long term. A more recent approach is based on neuro-rehabilitation to target underlying pathophysiological processes such as degraded cortical and sub-cortical representations, impaired sensori-motor integration and maladaptive plasticity.

In keeping with the view that abnormal plasticity may underlie the dystonic symptoms, we developed a rehabilitation program using targeted repetitive peripheral sensory stimulations during the execution of skilled manual tasks, a crucial process to promote the development of LTP/LTD in the M1 cortex. Moreover, as an aberrant sensory-cued motor program with inappropriately scaled and gated input from the S1 cortex may lead to inadequately patterned activation/deactivation of the M1 cortex, we also used a stepwise, fragmented and individually tailored motor training. We hypothesize that behavioral treatments of dystonia may modify the functional organization of central somatosensory networks. Our study was aimed to explore plasticity phenomena of the cortical map associated with rehabilitation in WC. Therefore, we specifically selected WC who had recovered near-normal handwriting after rehabilitation. We studied them once their writing performance had stabilized to ensure that the physiological correlates we examined were not related to short term plasticity rapidly induced by manipulation of somatosensory inputs but to a relearning process. Finger representation in the S1 cortex, mapped by using magnetoencephalography (MEG), was compared with those of untreated WC (who had undergone neither rehabilitation nor botulinum toxin injections).

METHODS

Eleven patients with previously disabling WC (group R: 8 women, 3 men; age 43.3 ± 14 years, range, (22-64); mean ± SD, range, (years), who recovered fluent writing with close to normal posture after rehabilitation were compared with 10 untreated WC (group D: 6 women, 4 men; age 48.7 ± 8 (28-60 years), and with 11 healthy controls (group C: 7 women, 4 men; age 43 ± 13 (27-71 years). Groups D and R were matched for the duration of illness (R: 5.6 ± 5.4 years (1-13); D: mean 4.1 ± 3.2 years (1-10), Mann-Whitney U test \( p = 0.7 \)) movement score on BFM (R before rehabilitation, mean 2.2 ± 0.7 (1-3); D, mean 1.9 ± 0.7 (1-3), Mann-Whitney U test \( p = 0.4 \)).

All patients were evaluated by the same neurologists (MV, FB) at the time of the study and before and after rehabilitation. The rehabilitation program was a re-learning process with weekly 30 minutes individual sessions with a physiotherapist (JPB) and daily similar home program, for
several months (average 5.5 months). It included relaxation techniques, correction of elementary movement not directly pertaining to writing activity, training of finger dexterity and ergonomic postures, sensory control (pressure, position on the pen), synergies between proximal and distal muscles, progression from simple to complex graphic exercises drawing and writing) and fractionated epochs of work with rest and relaxation.

Right and left hand representations were acquired by MEG and 3D-MRI 3D brain reconstructions as previously described and data analysis was done using the same quantitative measures, Dm and Dmax. A somatotopy index (SI) allowed us to assess semi quantitatively the topographic order of the fingers. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris, France.

**Statistical analysis**

The effects of the group (C/D/R), the side (dominant/non dominant hand) and their interaction were assessed by using 3-group analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Dmax, Dm and SI as dependant variables. Post-hoc comparisons were done using Fisher’s test. If there was a significant effect of side, the effect of the group was tested separately for each hand by ANOVA. The effect of rehabilitation on the clinical scores was tested by repeated ANOVA with the two values of the clinical scores (before and after rehabilitation) forming the repeats.

**RESULTS**

**Clinical assessment:**

With rehabilitation, there was an improvement in the BFM movement (from 2.36 ± 0.7 to 0.64 ± 0.7; repeated measure ANOVA, \( p < 0.0001 \)) and disability (from 1.82 ± 0.7 to 0.18 ± 0.4, \( p < 0.0001 \)) scores. Patients in group R were trained for a mean of 5.5 months (range 2-12 months). Improvement of handwriting is illustrated in the Table. The degree of improvement was not influenced by the time (1 month to 1 year) elapsed since the end of rehabilitation \( (r^2 = 0.007) \).

**Quantitative assessment of hand representation in S1 (Table)**

Dm was similar in rehabilitated patients (R) and controls (C), and was significantly larger in the untreated WC (D) (ANOVA: effect of group \( p < 0.0012 \), effect of side \( p < 0.015 \), group*side interaction \( p = 0.5 \) (post-hoc Fisher tests: D versus R \( p < 0.0004 \), R versus D \( p < 0.006 \), R versus C \( p \) ns). This was found in both hemispheres (Fisher test, dominant hemisphere C versus R \( p = 0.6 \), C versus D \( p < 0.02 \), D versus R \( p < 0.05 \); non-dominant hemisphere C versus R \( p = 0.4 \), C versus D \( p < 0.01 \), D versus R \( p < 0.04 \)).
There was a trend towards significance for Dmax among the 3 groups (ANOVA effect of group \( p=0.06 \)). Dmax was significantly different between the right and left side (effect of side \( p<0.01 \), interaction side*group \( p\ ns \)). We thus tested each hemisphere separately. In the non-dominant hemisphere, non rehabilitated patients had a larger Dmax than healthy volunteers and rehabilitated patients (D versus C \( p<0.008 \), D versus R \( p<0.05 \), R versus C \( p\ ns \)).

*Topographic order of the fingers (Figure, Table)*

SI differed between groups C, D and R, with a side*group interaction (ANOVA group \( p<0.05 \), group*side \( p<0.02 \)). This interaction was due to a higher SI index in the dominant hemisphere of the rehabilitated patients versus control and WC (Fisher test: D versus R \( p<0.0005 \), C versus R \( p<0.003 \), C versus D \( p=0.5 \)). The SI index in the left post-central gyrus of the group R patients was close to 3 (SI = 2.7) as the order of the fingers fitted the Penfield homuncular organization. In controls, the left post-central gyrus order of finger representations was more variable (SI = 1.7), with frequent inversions of two adjacent finger representations, as previously described.\(^2\). SI did not differ between the three groups in the non-dominant hemisphere.

**Discussion**

In specifically selected WC who recovered near-normal handwriting after prolonged rehabilitation and had stabilized their writing performance, the MEG somatosensory map of the cortex controlling the dystonic hand is “normalized” as the size of hand representation of these rehabilitated WC was similar to that of healthy controls and significantly different from that of untreated WC. Moreover, the order of the fingers fitted the Penfield homuncular organization, creating a “super normal” somatotopic order of the fingers (in normal subjects, the order of finger representations could be slightly variable with inversions of two adjacent finger representations).\(^2\)

In line with these results, we hypothesize that prolonged tailored rehabilitation in WC may induce long term plasticity phenomena, lateralized to the cortex controlling the dystonic hand. Moreover, it may persist over time as the patients were studied long after the end of the retraining process. In addition, the endophenotype of dystonia\(^2\) would still be detectable in the cortex controlling the non dystonic hand, with a disruption of the MEG somatosensory map of the hand, similar in rehabilitated and untreated patients.

Several studies, with various methods of clinical evaluation, reported some beneficial effects of somatosensory training,\(^{10, 11}\) sensori-motor retuning,\(^{12-14}\) and learning-based sensori-motor training\(^ {15-17}\) in WC\(^{18, 19}\) or musician’s dystonia.\(^ {12,18-20}\) Few studies have examined the physiological correlates of rehabilitation strategies WC. In most of them, the training program was
brief and patients were tested shortly after. No change in motor or sensory cortical excitability were observed after 4 weeks of motor training. Changes in short-interval-intracortical inhibition were found after 15 minutes of proprioceptive training. The somatosensory map of the hand before and immediately after 8 consecutive days of sensorimotor retraining therapy in musicians was studied using MEG recordings in one study. After rehabilitation, finger representations contralateral to the dystonic side became similar to those of the non affected side, whereas they differed before treatment. As this effect was observed immediately after the end of a short training period this may mainly reflect short term plasticity. In contrast, we may have explored long term plasticity phenomena as we examined cortical maps up to 1 year after the end of a prolonged (5.5 months) rehabilitation program. The lack of MEG mapping prior to rehabilitation is a limitation in our study. Ideally, larger groups of patients would have allowed to compare patients who have been through similar rehabilitation program and had various amount of improvement and to study the correlations between clinical improvement and finger cortical representations. Our work may be considered as a pilot, preliminary study, contributing to the field of neuro-rehabilitation with a new rehabilitation program leading to sustained clinical, benefit potentially reflecting long-term plasticity.
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Legends:

**Figure: Finger somatotopy in the primary sensory cortex and sample of handwriting prior and after rehabilitation**

The equivalent current dipole locations corresponding to each finger (thumb-I (yellow dot), index-II (green dot) middle-III (blue dot) and little-V fingers (red dot)) are superimposed on 3D brain reconstructions in a control subject (A), a non-rehabilitated dystonic patient (B) and a rehabilitated dystonic patient (C). Sample of handwriting and drawing before and 2.5 months after rehabilitation (D). WC: writer’s cramp

**Table: Quantitative assessment of hand area in primary sensory cortex**

R: rehabilitated patients with writer’s cramp. D: untrained patients with writer’s cramp. C: normal control subjects. Dm: mean Euclidean distance between the equivalent current dipole (ECD) locations of two adjacent fingers in the inferior-superior direction in the sagittal plane; Dmax: Euclidean distance between the ECD locations of the two fingers most distant from one another. SI: somatotopy index indicating the correct topographic order of adjacent fingers. The SI was 3 if the finger ECDs had a correct topographic order in the inferior-superior direction in the sagittal plane (I, II, III, V from bottom to top); The SI was 2 if there was an inversion between the ECDs of adjacent fingers; and the SI was 1 if there were 2 or 3 inversions, or an inversion between two nonadjacent fingers. Values are expressed as mean + SD.
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Figure. Finger somatotopy in the primary sensory cortex and sample of handwriting

A
Healthy subject
normal somatotopic order of finger representation

B
Untreated WC
disorganised somatotopic order of finger representation

C
Rehabilitated WC
"super-normal" somatotopic order of finger representation

D
before rehabilitation after 2.5 months of rehabilitation
Table – Quantitative assessment of hand area in primary sensory cortex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dominant hemisphere</th>
<th></th>
<th>Nondominant hemisphere</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_{max} (cm)</td>
<td>1.38 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.57 ± 0.65</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>┴── 0.07 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─0.02 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─0.04 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─0.05 ──┘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_{m} (cm)</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.4</td>
<td>1.12 ± 0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>┴─0.02 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─0.05 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─0.04 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─0.008 ──┘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.8</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>┴─&lt;0.003 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─&lt;0.005 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─&lt;0.001 ──┘</td>
<td>┴─0.009 ──┘</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Healthy subject
   normal somatotopic order of finger representation

B. Untreated WC
   disorganised somatotopic order of finger representation

C. Rehabilitated WC
   'super-normal' somatotopic order of finger representation

D. [Images of drawings before and after rehabilitation]